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When Manchester’s world-renowned Saint Mary’s Hospital needed a monitoring system that
could control the temperature conditions in its Department of Reproductive Medicine it called
on Detail Design Engineering to configure a system using products from Trend Controls.
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glass’ and, unsurprisingly, for any
chance of success the process must
be carried out in perfect conditions.
Maintaining the correct temperatures
within the incubators is imperative
as a fraction of a degree above or
below could reduce the chances of
fertilisation occurring.
Recognising that the best way to
control the climate would be via an
environmental monitoring system that
could sound an alarm when required,
Greg Horne, lead embryologist and
laboratory manager of the Department
of Reproductive Medicine, began
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DDE has ensured that the conditions
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programme. ‘For six years this system

When working in environments such

has offered us a level of peace of
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Mary’s Hospital’s Greg Horne. ‘By

Like the one at NIBSC, the system

using products from Trend Controls

at the Department of Reproductive
Medicine is based around Trend
Controls’ IQ251. A Trend Controls 963
Supervisor graphical user interface
is the brains of the system and DDE
uses it to configure all the necessary
setpoints and levels. The 963 is also
programmed to issue alarms and can
send messages via text and email to
an on-site member of staff via a Trend
Controls GSM modem. This allows
DDE to dial in and carry out diagnostic
checks and in an alarm situation a
pre-recorded telephone call is also
made to the reception desk so that an
additional alert can be delivered.
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